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Introduction
• At the last meeting Leigh gave a very complete talk on what 

information we currently retrieve from database for offline 
reconstruction/analysis
- Electron lifetime (data)

- YZ position calibration (data and MC)

- X calibration (data and MC)

- Normalisation calibration (data)

• I would like to share my thoughts on database related issues. 
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https://indico.fnal.gov/event/54918/contributions/243660/attachments/156020/203410/lhw_ProtoDUNE_databases_080622.pdf


Useful information to save in a database
• Per-run information

- Normalization calibration constant
- Electron lifetime
- HV
- Temperature 
- Dead/bad channel list

• Per-event information
- BI information

• Per-channel information
- YZ calibration
- X calibration
- TPC electronics gain/shaping time
- PD electronics gain

Currently implemented in database                  Not implemented in database
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Time stamp and validity time
• The time stamp can be either the real time (e-lifetime table) or a 

run number (other tables).
- Using run number is preferred (easy to cache the database results).
- Purity monitor runs were not tied to a particular TPC run. Therefore, 

the lifetime time stamp is the time when the purity monitor toke data.
• Does it make sense to convert it to a TPC run number?

• How frequent do we need to save information like temperature 
and HV (validity time)?
- Given usually a physics run lasts up to a few hours, it makes sense

to save information per run. 
• If a run is short (a few minutes), we do not need to save a database 

entry for that run. One can use the information from the previous stable 
run. 

- Finer grained HV information is used for a data quality filter.
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Dead/noise channels
• A list of dead and noise channels

provide useful information for event
reconstruction
- Track reconstruction can skip bad 

channels and not break a track. 

• Currently this information is saved in
fcl files
- channelstatus_pdsp_2018.fcl

- channelstatus_pdsp_nov2019.fcl

• Does it make sense to save such
information in a database?
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https://github.com/DUNE/duneprototypes/blob/develop/duneprototypes/Protodune/singlephase/fcl/channelstatus_pdsp_2018.fcl
https://github.com/DUNE/duneprototypes/blob/develop/duneprototypes/Protodune/singlephase/fcl/channelstatus_pdsp_nov2019.fcl


Electronics gain and shaping time
• ProtoDUNE uses a pulser system to 

measure the electronics gain and 
shaping time for each channel. 

• Currently this information is also saved in
fcl files:
- https://github.com/DUNE/dunesw/tree/dev

elop/fcl/protodune/fcldirs/calib/protodune

• I think it makes sense to save such
information in a database.
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Other thoughts
• It is hard to predict what information should be saved in a 

database. 
- Things like photon detector gains and CRT timing offsets are good 

candidates. 

- Leigh also mentioned new information from the laser system. 

• It would be helpful to standardize the database format and 
interface.
- Would it be possible to

access database both
in larsoft and in a 
standalone application?
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